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Abstract: The Sophin Zoe Pruong-McCrerry collection of Cambodian American ephemera contains flyers, programs, tickets, posters, and other ephemera from Cambodian American events, such as film festivals, music festivals, theater productions, art shows, and Cambodian New Years celebrations. Also included are materials from events hosted by Cambodian community organizations, such as The Cambodian Family and Khmer Girls in Actions.
Language of Material: English.
Content Description
The Sophin Zoe Pruong-McCrerry collection of Cambodian American ephemera contains flyers, programs, tickets, posters, and other ephemera from Cambodian American events, such as film festivals, music festivals, theater productions, art shows, and Cambodian New Years celebrations. Also included are materials from events hosted by Cambodian community organizations, such as The Cambodian Family and Khmer Girls in Actions.
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Acquisition Information
Access
The collection has not been processed but is open for research. Access to original DVDs and CD is restricted; researchers may request listening or viewing copies. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.
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